How might we bring the magic
of YNAB to more people?

A Personal Budgeting App

A New Growth Channel for YNAB.

My Role: Research, Interaction Design, Visual Design, Product Management
Setting the Scene:
A recurring challenge for SaaS companies is finding avenues for continued growth. Without new
sources of revenue it becomes difficult to scale, explore new ways to provide users with value,
and strive towards your mission. YNAB needed to get ahead of this so they could become the
premier budgeting tool that improves peoples’ financial lives.
The Idea:
What if we create a B2B2C offering and provide YNAB to businesses as an employee benefit?
The Exploration:
This was uncharted territory for YNAB. Building a new product along with a new growth
channel requires a depth of research to understand the landscape, market needs, and overall
feasibility.

In order to bring YNAB’s goals to life, I lead research and design to answer key questions related
to building a new product including:
Can we replicate the success of our B2C offering with this new B2B2C solution?

How did this fit in with YNAB’s larger mission?

Are businesses even interested in this offering? If so, how do we sell YNAB to enterprises?

Who is our target audience and what are their needs? Are they SMBs? Large enterprises? 

How do we convince end-users to sign up for the product when they have no “skin in the game”? 

How do we convey value to enterprises? To end-users?

Does our existing infrastructure support this new product line?
Testing, Testing...
After conducting extensive generative research and concept testing, we built a lean solution
initially targeting SMBs. We are currently in public beta (sign up here!) and are actively working
with businesses to test, iterate upon, and validate the solution. There are many questions yet to
answer, but initial research indicates we’ve hit on a potential game-changer for YNAB!

Watch this space!
I’ll be updating this case study as we learn
more and build Financial Wellness by YNAB.
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